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The Simplex 500E lift table is specifically designed to work with all
of our table top reel grinders. The specially designed forks will let
you easily roll a reel on the lift. They will support both narrow walk
behind mowers and large mowers. The lift table will gently set the
mower in place so you do not have to roll the it across the grinder.
It features 50 inches of lift, a 500 lb capacity and industrial grade
casters. The lift's industrial grade battery pack and motor provide
plenty of power and speed.
Order Number 76501-01

The Cutting Unit Rack has an under slung bottom shelf, fully
adjustable intermediate shelves and a fixed top shelf that is just over
4 feet high. This allows it to store up to 11 cutting units in a very
compact design. The casters are industrial grade and make it easy to
roll the rack around in your shop. It is designed to perfectly
compliment both the Peerless 7000 Reel Grinder and the Simplex
500E Lift Table. Assembly required. Now UPS shippable.
Order Number 76600-01

The RHOC Reel Height of Cut gauge, Groomer Gauge and Verticut Gauge are made from annealed structural tubing that is machined flat to
within .002". The tubing prevents any distortion or flexing and the machined surface gives you the same reading at the ends and where the indicator is
mounted. This means that you get consistent results, from operator to operator and from gauge to gauge
Order Number 18 inch 30000-18
Order Number 12 inch 30000-12
Add Digital Indicator 78060-01
Add Starrett Indicator 78060-02

Order Number 30003-18

The Simplex 75 is a bed knife front facer
that actually works. Flexible grinding discs
in the specially designed housing
eliminate gouging resulting in a uniform,
smooth surface. Interchangeable angle
blocks provide for easy change over and
consistent front face angles. The IngersolRand pneumatic grinder is industrial
grade.
Order Number 77800-01

Order Number 30002-12
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